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one To WATch

CLIENT

Lucy Delius knows a
thing or two about
jewellery having
worked as a PR for
15 years for several
brands, and she has
now launched her
own collection. Her
understanding of
everyday pieces
shines through in an
offering of vintageinspired chains,
charms, hoops and
rings. From £200;
lucydelius.co
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gAme, SeT AnD mATch
I’m not usually a fan of
imitation jewellery, but the
zirconia tennis necklace — like
a diamond tennis bracelet,
only bigger — by the Londonbased brand Daphine is a
winner. Pair with a white T-shirt
for a hit of luxury. £250;
shop-daphine.com

in The money
Since we’re not
using coins as much
as we once were,
the Royal Mint is
diversifying into
jewellery, with
its debut collection
named 886, after
the year the
institution was
founded. Expect
minimal unisex
shapes in silver and
gold designed by
the brand’s creative
director and
fashion-crowd
favourite Dominic
Jones. From
£99 (from Friday);
886.royalmint.com
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i, RoboT

I love Van Robot’s articulated,
gem-set robot pendants. And
founder Tatiana Van Lancker has
now created Argento Van Robot,
a more accessible version in the
classic combo of turquoise and
silver — with a side of diamonds,
of course. £950; vanrobot.com

love SToRy

It may be inspired by a 19th-century French empress, but the new
Joséphine Duo Éternel collection by Chaumet has contemporary
and playful touches. I’ve fallen for its “toi et moi” rings and pendants
with interlocked pavé-diamond pears. From £11,400; chaumet.com

AnimAl mAgic

3

BLACK YELLOW MAGENTA CYAN

TAking flighT
Harumi Klossowska de Rola’s third
collection for the French jeweller
Maison Goossens focuses on the
insect world, with pretty depictions
of butterflies and dragonflies in
necklaces, rings, brooches and even
a headpiece. These summer-ready
earrings have set me all of a flutter.
£405; goossens-paris.com
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Cartier is brilliant at
an animal jewel
(hello, Panthère),
but it doesn’t often
mess around with
its icons. So don’t
miss its Les
Indomptables
double-headed
cuffs, where
different creatures
meld features.
A stripy crocodile
with a scaly zebra?
Yes please. Prices
on application,
Cartier

hug iT ouT
Jessica McCormack’s Gypset earrings
have quite the cult following and now
she has designed another modern
classic: the Huggie. Blackened gold and
button-back-set diamonds feature, but
my favourites are these mixed-metal
and diamond hoops. Who knew a staple
could be so special? From £1,750;
jessicamccormack.com

Victoria Adamson

REPRO OP

What our jewellery director Jessica Diamond loves this week

SWS Jess Diamond
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Shop with Style
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DAy Time

A date window is one of the
most useful extra functions
a watch can have. And when
it’s set in a dark grey dial
that’s encircled by a
diamond bezel? Useful and
beautiful, then. LadyDatejust, £12,700; rolex.com

gReAT DAneS

The Danish jeweller Elhanati and glassware artist Helle Mardahl
have teamed up to create a dreamy collection of jewellery boxes
and dishes in an irresistible candy-cane colour palette. Whether
you use the trinket trays and pots to store your jewellery or not,
they’re pretty enough to take pride of place on any mantelpiece.
Treasure Bonbonniere glass jar, £495; matchesfashion.com
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